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On an'Extension of Perelomov Transformation.

Noriaki KATAyAMA*

                                  ABSTRAcr

  In the previous paper [1], it has been shown that gencralized Ermakov system is related to Calogero syg. tem through

two tratisformations, oiie is canonical transfonnation and the other is Perelomov tmmsfonnation. In this short note. tlie

possibility of an extension of Perelomov transfonnation is discussed and lhe time dependent angular frequency Q(t) of

added hamnonic type potential function in Calogero system (see (26) in [1]) is determined in order that Peielomov

transfonnation can be extended.
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  This note is a sequel of [1], In the previous

paper, it has been shown that generalized Ermakov

system is related to Calogeip system through two

transformations, one is canonical transformation

and the other is Perelomov transformation, Er-

makov system is known as hamionic oscillator
having the time dependent angular frequency [2,

3, 4] and the Calogero system is known as a com-

pletely integrable system in one dimension [5].

  In this short note, we stait with giving Calogero

system having harmonic type potential function of

two degrees of freedom. It is to be noted that the

notation is the same as that of the previous paper.

Definition 1.

  Calogero system having harmonic type poten-

tial function oftwo degrees of freedom is defined

by the following Hamiltonian Hch

H.,-ilii.il•i.gi\.

          i
+  (ij1 - 172)2 ,

{(q"'i)2 + rq2)2}

(1)

where INti (i = 1, 2) is a geneialized momentum and

q' (i = 1, 2) is a generalized coordinate (PNi, qt E

R). 9(t) denotes the time dependent angular fre-

quency.

  The equations of motion is derived
Hamilton's equations as follows,

;I/li,q'-"(t)=-st2(t)ij'(')'wh/i(,)-q-(t)),

;Ilt,-172(t)=-st2(t)ij2(t)+wh/(,)-q(,)).

from

(2)

This dynamical system admits a proper quadratic

first integra1

i - S (iii`i:i,iii2 - ij!ilZ,iaii)2 + S ( Z..l "- /.- )2,

(3)

(see Proposition 3 in [1]).

  Secondly we give ordinary Calogero system of

two degrees of freedom. In definition 1, by put-

ting 9(t) = O, we can get this Calogero system.

Then we have,

Definition 2.

  Calogero system of two degrees of freedom is

defined by the following Hamiltonian H,,

    1,,Hc: --- 5 tyi + )':') "
1

(xi - .t2)2 ,
(4)
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where .vi, .V (i '-'- 1, 2) are generalized momentum

and generalized coordinate respectively.
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  Physical meaning of this system should be
referred in [2]. And equations of motion are given

as follows,

d2 1

Ttx.
2

d2 2
Mtx.

(xi - .r2)3 ,

2
(ve -.vt)3 .

(5)

  Here we can say that Perelomov transformation

means that how the time dependent angular fre-

quency 9(t) can be excluded from the equations

of motion (2). In Perelomov transformation, it is

assumed that 9(t) is equal to a positive constant

S)o and by putting

  "`(7)=)flllllliflliSli!'t(s!ot)(i="2)'

                                    (6)
  T = tan (S)ot),

  the equations of motion in ijj (t) (i= 1, 2) are

transformed to

ddii2 Xi(D =2 1Åí. (x`-.x')-3 (i . 1, 2).

           /#l

xk(T)='
or(}s-iillgiiE;asst),:,(iiii.(,))(k=i,2),

T = tan (9E(t)),

(9)

(7)

  The aim of the exclusion of angular frequency

st(t) from equations of motion can be carried out

by the Perelomov transformation. But it is to be

noted that the time scale is also changed.

  As the third step, the assumption that st(t) is

equal to a positive constant is not satisfied. But

we can assume that 9(t) is positive in any time t

from the physical meaning.

  We put

stE(t) = fj st(s)ds,
(8)

where C(t) must be deterniined afterwards.
Namely we must decide C(t) for this transforma-

tion (8) and (9) to be an extended Perelomov trans-

formation.

  From (9), after a long calculation we can get,

  ddE`' ijk(,).C,'(.t,),[nstf'(lt)i)2 d2

+
2C'(t) stE'(t) + C(t) 9

cos (9,(t))

(dT7; Xfc(D)

E"(t)  (2S xk(7))

+ {C"(t) cos (nE(t)) -- 2C'(t) sin (stE(t))

x (9E' (t)) -- C (t) cos (stE(t)) 9E' (r)

- C (t) sin (stE(t)) 9E" (t) } x"(7) ,

where

      d
c'(t) = m, C(t) ,

        d2
st,"  (t) = Tt 9aft) ,

(k = 1, 2),

(10)

and instead of (6)

(11)

and so on.

  On the other hand, from (9) and (1O) we have,

Stli2 qN"(t) + R(t)2 qk(t)

=wwts3(st9,(t)) :l21}nxfc(b

+
2C'(t) 9E'(t) + C(t) stE"(t)

COS (stE(t))

d2ii xfc(D (12)
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  + {C"(t) cos (9E(t)) - 2C'(t) sin (9E(t))

  x (9E' (t)) -- C (t) sin (9E(t)) 9E" (t)} M(7),

                        (k = 1, 2).

Here let xk(T), (k = 1, 2) be satisfied with the same

type equations of motion (5). Namely, we can get

  2Sl2 vvk(D = 2 ,Z2., (qNk(t) - a'(t))-3

                                   (13)
        x (C (t) cos (9.(t)))3.

                                 '
  Then by putting (13) into (12), we get

   2  $t . ijk + st2(t) q'"k

             2  = 2C(t)49(t)2 2 (lik - ijir)-3

            jnk

  + {2Ct(t) 9E'(t) + C(t) stE" (t)} IStT .x`'(T)

  + {C"(t) cos (stE(t)) - 2C'(t) sin (stE(t))

  x 9E' (t) - C (t) sin (stE(t)) stE" (t)}.!(T),

                        (k = 1, 2).

  For this transfoirnation to be an

                 .
conditions (15), (16) and (17),

  c(t) = vVinE7}S-(t) ,

  2C'(t) 9(t) + C(t) 9'(t) = O ,

  cr'(t) cos (9E(t)) - 2C'(t) sin (QE(t)) st(t)

        - C (t) sin (stE(t)) 9'(t) = O .

  From (15), we get

(14)

                               extended
Perelomov transformation, we get following three

(15)

(16)

(17)

           stt(t)
  C'(t) =d 2s t(t)se, (18)

then (16) is automatically derived from (18). Put-

ting (18) into (17) leads

    d2
  {TtC(t)} cOS (9aft)) =O. (19)
                     '

Using constants co and ci, in only case of

   C(t)=c,t+c,, (20)
           1  st(t)=.-----,-,,, (21)        (cot + cl)-

the transformation defined by (8) and (9) can be

an extended Perelomov transformation,

  Consequently, it was shown that when the tinie

dependent angular frequency st(t) is given as in

(21), Calogero system havin,g. harmonic type
potential function can be transformed to the ordi-

nary one by the extended Perelomovtransformation

defined in (8) and (9). It is to be noted that if we

take co = O then the extended Perelomov transfor-

mation corresponds with the ori.g.inal Perelomov

transformation.
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